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Digital technology has disrupted various traditional methods and has promoted newer vision to various Businesses. ABT has
always looked at technology adoption to improve businesses, bring value addition and reduce mundane processes .

Geekdino is the Hardware wing of ABT Info Systems that provide Tablet based solutions to enhance Business operations .

Starting with various business verticals our Executive Director – Mr. Hari Hara Sudhan had the vision to foresee this
fundamental shift in the education space towards a more personalized, social, dynamic, continuous and knowledge-pull
model for learning, as opposed to the one-size-fits-all, centralized, static and knowledge-push models of traditional learning
solutions.

In 2017 he first introduced the Tablet based education at Dr.Mahalingam College of Engineering , Pollachi along with the first
version of digital classroom engagement services in education technology. The flagship product, Carno tablet is the robust
student friendly tablet , Carno along with Classroom Connect solution developed for mobile platform was a first step to
Digital classroom engagement.

Now Geekdino Labs used tablets to help Institutions to transform the Education Delivery by making it Learner Centric We
have more than 10000 tablet users across various sectors . Geekdino tablets have proven to be a simple, user friendly with its
customer base running various education programme in the sphere of higher education – Engineering, Arts and Science,
Business, Agriculture , Distance Education and a lot more.
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CRM

1. Improved sales force productivity: The sales teams have
immediate access to all data and information on the move.
Example: stay connected, access account information, view
customer purchase history, log activities and so on.
2. Increased Sales and Access to Sales Materials: Reduces time
spent to remember conversations or document specifications and
lose it. Even the managers can track the progress of work while
their teams are still on field or on the move.
3. A visible To- Do- List: The rep's to-do's will be clearly organized
and scheduled, eliminating the need for sticky notes, a typed-up
document, or a whiteboard. And because everything is visible in
real-time, supervisors and coworkers can now check the rep's
availability and easily access when important meetings with
certain prospects or customers may be. Consequently, it will help
save time and increase accountability.
4. Live Lead Records: Helping the sales representative to take off
from where they had last spoken to a lead.



1. Real-time updates: With a table, now information can be tracked and updated in real-time
from anywhere. Tablets are light and easy to carry making them easy for mobility. For
example, bar code scans can be done on tablets at the warehouse.

2. Can be easily docked on folk lifts and hand carriers. You can also integrate into weigh scales
and attached Bluetooth or serial scanners for accurate placement of pallets and products.

3. Rugged tablets are huge benefits for the logistics industry and they last longer in spite of the
nature of use.

Logistics



1. Live knowledge bank at all times: A child can look up anything at any 
time to get more information on the topics he's interested in.
2. Easy to carry and to use: When compared to a laptop or desktops, kids 
find it easier to carry light weighted tablets. It's also a great device for 
them to view video classes. They can click and look up information at 
their fingertips.
3. Increase Learner Engagement: Tablets have been shown to increase 
learner engagement. With good direction from the teacher, tablets can 
emulate natural social interaction and interactivity. They can also offer 
problem-solving activities; as well as set achievable goals and provide 
instant feedback.
4. Personal Approach: Tablets let teachers address a multitude of 
learning styles as not all students are equal. The teacher can use e-
Learning systems to deliver the same course in different ways. The tablet 
also accommodates special needs. Learners who have a disability will 
appreciate the tablet's flexibility, freedom of access, and tailored 
curriculum. The individualized approach is also much easier with the 
different functions available on most devices. For example, large 
paragraphs of information can be dictated to a student who has dyslexia 
or has trouble focusing for a long time.

Education



1. Managing employees
2. Filtering reports by price, date, or source
3. Showcasing products off the floor
4. Storing product descriptions, SKUs, and price points all in one place,
and updating sync in real-time across all devices
5. Accessing business's analytics and sales history from anywhere within
the store
6. Using multiple currencies and customizing tax settings
7. Downloading sales data into spreadsheets that can be uploaded to the
booking software
8. Staying up to date with custom and pre-generated reports that update
automatically

Point of Sale



The secret edge of 21st Digital Era



The Unique Value Proposition – 2 models
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Vivid HD 8” Display

WIFI Connectivity 

Eye Friendly

Full HD Display

MT8163 Quad Core,

1.5GHZ ARM64 Cortex

Powered by 

Android 10*

DDR3 2GB

RAM ,32 GB memory

5 Point Capacitive

Touch  G+G   

Cameras: 2.0MP Front

& 5.0MP Rear

Universal

Micro USB Charging

Weighs less than

400 grams

Vivid HD 10” Display

4G & WIFI 

Connectivity 
MT8768 Quad Core,

2GHZ ARM64 Cortex

DDR4 4GB

RAM , 64/128GB memory 

Weighs less than 

600 grams

Cameras: 2.0MP Front

& 5.0MP Rear

Enhanced Battery life

4000 mAH
Enhanced Battery life

6000 mAH



Our commitment to service is based on building long-term relationships and achievingtotal customer satisfaction. We 
guarantee quick and efficient service and maintenancethrough our qualified and highly trained support teams. Geekdino to

provide superior global service with local support. We continuously strive to exceed your expectations and offer to you 
nothing less than the best possible service we can provide
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Manufactured and Marketed by
ABT Info Systems Pvt Ltd.

180, Race Course Rd, Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu 641018

For any queries,
Call : +91 8220044837  /Email : Sales@geekdino.com


